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WHAT IS
TOKENIZATION?
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Tokenization is the process of digitizing ownership

of an item, concept, or data on the blockchain.

Tokenization is one of the fastest growing trends in

the FinTech industry, as the market finds new ways

to tokenize ownership of various assets.  

HOW A TOKEN ECONOMY IS EMERGING 
As tokenization and blockchain capabilities become more mainstream, a token economy is emerging
as more industries identify ways in which blockchain can optimize standardized processes. Beyond
industry, blockchain is being adopted as the premier technology of the emerging sovereign society, as
lay people learn to exploit blockchain to tokenize life around us, from art, to video games, music, data,
and even themselves. 

NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS
Non-Fungible Tokens (‘NFTs’) are one of these use cases: NFTs are the future of ownership through

tokenization. As tokenization becomes more mainstream, one of the most lucrative use cases of

tokenization to date is the emerging NFT market. 

NFTs, or non-fungible tokens, are singular digital entities whose ownership history and proof of

purchase exists on the blockchain. One of the most attractive utilities of NFTs are their ability to

remove an intermediary from a sale and allow the facilitation of the digital asset sale through the

blockchain. Here are some real world examples of how tokenization and NFTs are unlocking

tremendous value: 

COLLECTIBLES

GAMING TOKENS

OPERATIONS & SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION

REAL ESTATE & FINANCE

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT TOKENS

Nike is using blockchain to trace the inputs used in production and confirm the authenticity of shoes.
The patented process involves minting and linking NFTs to a physical shoe.

This includes digital art, albums, film clips, events, tweets and more. Tokenized collectibles are
securitized and authenticated on the blockchain, adding factors of rarity and scarcity.

NFTs in the form of social tokens are emerging in pro sports as teams like FC Barcelona and Juventus
among others are beginning to tokenize user engagement rights for their fanbase.

Gaming industry tokenization monetizes character avatars, virtual apparel, and other in-game features,
allowing these NFTs to be tradeable with other players via virtual marketplaces.

NFT tokenization is being deployed into virtual real estate, the newest frontier of real estate. Virtual real
estate platforms like Decentraland are using NFTs to tokenize virtual land ownership and certify
ownership via the blockchain. Users can purchase land deed NFTs in virtual worlds, build on their
property, and even showcase some of their other NFTs in the virtual world.
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MEETING THE SOARING
MARKET DEMAND FOR
TOKENIZATION

Build your own crypto empire by minting ERC20-compliant tokens with a few

clicks. Tokens use industry-standard smart contracts and are deployed to the

Ethereum network. Tokens are based on secure, fully-audited source code

from OpenZeppelin, used by the world’s leading blockchain applications.

Tokens created on TokenMaker.org are fully compatible with all major crypto-

wallets. 

TOKEN CREATOR

The TokenMaker NFT Studio allows anyone to design and launch their own

range of ERC721-compliant NFT’s, which can be traded or sold immediately

on decentralized exchanges.

NFT STUDIO

TokenMaker is creating the world’s

largest crypto token & non-fungible token

(NFT) creation community through a zero-

code intuitive platform  anyone can use. 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE TOKENMAKER PLATFORM PRODUCT SUITE
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The ICO dashboard supports token creators in securely and safely

managing crowdsourced campaigns for their new token. Users can create a

token, authorise the ICO widget to approve sales, and use the ICO

Dashboard to get a fully-audited smart contract for crowdsourced

campaigns allowing one to automatically issue new tokens in exchange for

ETH until the full allocation has sold out.

A fast-growing sector in the crypto industry, decentralized finance (DeFi)

has seen an influx of capital and market participants. Ethereum continues to

be the biggest enabler in the space with 96% of the transaction volume.

TokenMaker is proud to announce our forthcoming DeFi platform which

uses a non-custodial liquidity protocol for earning interest on deposits and

borrowing assets.
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THE
TOKENMAKER
PLATFORM

TokenMaker's zero-code platform serves a

variety of tokenization use cases beyond just

token creation and the minting of non-fungible

tokens. From ICO support to lending and

decentralized exchanges, take a moment to

explore other platform options with

TokenMaker. 

The ability for token creators to distribute tokens to kick-start liquidity is

massively simplified with our Token AirDrop. Users will organize a

distribution list of recipients, select the number of tokens to drop to each

address, and the TokenMaker team will do the rest.

Token creators frequently want to offer their tokens for sale on an

exchange, but most exchanges have API’s for developers and not everyone

has the experience, the budget to hire a team, nor the time to invest in

setting up.

ICO DASHBOARD

TOKEN AIRDROP

DEX (DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGES)

LENDING
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35% - ICO Tokens*

20% - Development Team*  12.5% - Community Development*

10% - Market Making/Exchanges

7.5% - Digits*

5% - Air Dropped Tokens

5% - ICO Launch Advisors

2.5% - Advisors
2.5% - Incentive Tokens

TOKENOMICS
Total token supply

Circulating Supply (post ICO)

Total Number of Locked* tokens

Fixed Supply

Token Type

:  100,000,000

:  25,000,000

:  75,000,000

:  YES

:  Ethereum (ERC-20)

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

TokenMaker has built a robust platform for

token and NFT creation with over 4,000

active users and thousands of tokens

minted for its growing community.

TokenMaker's TMO token will allow holders

to participate in the growth and governance

of TokenMaker's community, as well as

provide special access to exclusive

community events and discounted

services.

An accredited investor under U.S. standard is any investor meeting criteria determined by the SEC

under Rule 501.

This Investment opportunity is Available to Accredited Investors Only

ICO Paid Tokens

Development Team Tokens

Community Development/Digits

 

Total  

35,000,000

20,000,000

20,000,000

75,000,000

Unlock Method

Full

Partial

Staggered

Schedule

None

Equal Parts over 36 mo

Equal Parts over 60 mo

*Lock up Release Schedule Release start 

90 days post purchase 

180 Days post ICO

365 days post ICO

Tokens
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Ben is a world-renowned startup

technologist, inventor, and serial

entrepreneur based in Silicon Valley. 

He has advised some of the world’s leading

institutions, including the White House, to

ensure they stay ahead of the technology

curve. 

He is a best-selling A.I. author, recipient of

the Millennium Entrepreneur Of The Year

award and was named a top 50 UK

Influencer in 2016. 

Ben’s Crypto credentials are wide ranging

from advising Tradehill founders in 2011 to

strategizing with the largest Bitcoin mining

operation in San Francisco.

N I C K  F A L L O N
CEO

B E N  W A Y  
Director

A senior developer with over 25 years

experience designing and building

enterprise-scale software systems.

He has consulted with a wide range of

companies from start-ups to international

corporations in various industries including

finance, law, energy, online payments, IOT

and cryptography.

 

In 2017, Nick built the BaseChain

cryptocurrency from scratch. In 2018 he

developed and launched 

TokenMaker.org to meet the growing

demand for Ethereum-based products and

services.

LEARN MORE ABOUT
TOKENMAKER
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Past performance does not indicate future

performance. There is no guarantee given or implied

by any products discussed by Sarson Funds or any

of its investment sponsors. If you follow these

strategies you may lose money. No bank

guarantees. Not FDIC insured.

Sarson Funds, Inc is third party marketing company

and does not manage assets or provide investment

advice. All investment products advertised by or

referred to by Sarson Funds are property of their

respective owners and are offered under Regulation

D by their respective issuers. Unless specifically

stated otherwise, all investments are available to

accredited and qualified investors only. All

prospective clients must satisfactorily complete

investor eligibility and anti-money laundering

screening before being referred to any investment

sponsor. The official terms and objectives of any

strategy mentioned by Sarson Funds can only be

conveyed through each fund’s specific offering

documents, including but not limited to its private

placement memorandum, limited partnership

agreement and subscription agreement and if

applicable, the Options Disclosure Document

available below. These documents must be read

thoroughly prior to investing:

https://www.theocc.com/about/publications/charact

er-risks.jsp.

It should not be assumed that information displayed

online accurately reflects the current portfolio

positioning or investment strategy of any portfolio

that any investment sponsor currently manages or

managed. Details as to specific investment

strategies can only be conveyed through each

fund’s specific offering documents. Any historical

returns, expected returns, or projections may not

reflect actual future performance.

Step 1: 

HOW TO JOIN 
TOKENMAKER'S
COMMUNITY

Select Your preferred package. Checking out

is easy, and can be done with ACH, Credit

Card, or Crypto. 

Visit tokenmaker.org & click register to

begin the process.

Create an Account, and then review/submit

your documents.

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Past performance does not indicate future

performance. There is no guarantee given or

implied by any products discussed by Sarson

Funds or any of its investment sponsors. If you

follow these strategies you may lose money.

No bank guarantees. Not FDIC insured.
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